
 
 
 
 

R E GI ON AL I C E M AN AG E R S M E E T I N G  M I N U T E S  

July 19, 2021, FROM 10:00 – 11:00 AM, TEAMS MEETING 
 

Facilitators: Katie Biberdorf, City of GP, and Krista Schuett, GPRRC 
 
 

1. Welcome & Introductions 
1.1 In attendance: Catherine Ridgeway – City, Christina Ketchum – Wembley, Jaclyn Bryce – County, Kelly Skotnisky – 

County, Michelle Mills – City, Scott Young – City, Karna Germsheid - GPRSC 
         

Katie 

2. Ice Utilization  
Motion GPRRC-12-10-2020-05 (made by Bob Marshall) to direct AWG to come back to a future meeting a proposal on 
how the Regional can better track Black Ice, specifically Ice that is allocated, paid for, and not being used on an 
ongoing basis and carried.  
 
2.1 Discussion on how this could be achieved that works well for Operations 

- Quality data (consistent across board) for financial decision making with tracking to commence Sept 1, 2021 
- Daily Schedule posted, did the group attend or not?  
- Capture who did not show up  
- GPRRC to create a mechanism for admin to submit info  
- Minor Hockey (receive info on Thursdays) for weekend 
- County has 30 day cancellation policy, avoids the cancellation problem 
- Front desk staff keep track of each slot (if someone is on the ice or not)  
- Possibility to look at contract dates, Aug/Sept/March/April for peak black ice times 
- Ice is being utilized well at Coke since COVID– Scott 
- Wembley/Sexsmith, pen & paper tracking, consider one spreadsheet for all to input 
- Keeper of information - coordinator, GPRRC AWG Group have checks and balances on monthly input  
- % of ice used, number of hours booked vs used 
- Another component, how much is available at other arenas 
- Smaller arenas might have open ice but they may not have an operator available at earlier times or later 

times. Is there potential to have extra ice with budget increases from Municipalities especially with rural  
- Tracking - Available Ice, Hours booked versus used, Hours booked versus cancellation  
- City might not have ability to pull reports based on booked/used in their current software 
- Note in the data “season” or type of recreation to provide complete picture 
- County Sportsplex suggested that hours be tracked  
- Monthly submission to GPRRC  
- Krista to include prime time ice definition and enter times at top of spreadsheet for everyone to follow the 

exact same times for tracking  
- ACTION: Krista to create sample tracking document with data fields to send out to managers for feedback  

 

Krista  

3. Roundtable  
- Distribution of Ice Behavior Guidelines will happen in the next week  
- Kelly has resigned from the Sportsplex and will be moving to Regina. Christine Rawlins acknowledged his 

contributions to the Crosslink County Sportsplex and GPRRC committee.  
 

All 

 
 
 


